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ICW0E6 - SHANNON ADRIENNE
Through analysis of data held by the National Crime Agency on organised crime
groups, and in-depth analysis of qualitative interviews with convicted fraudsters
and enforcement professionals, this detailed study ﬁlls a signiﬁcant gap in the
contemporary literature on organised
crime groups involved in fraud. Throughout the chapters, the perspective of convicted oﬀenders and those involved in its
policing are juxtaposed to show the ease
of committing fraud from the perspective
of oﬀenders on the one hand, and the investigative challenges experienced by law
enforcement oﬃcers on the other. May
and Bhardwa’s insights shed light on oﬀender motivations, routes into fraud and organised crime, and the nature and shape
of organised crime groups and their operations. Alongside the oﬀender perspective
the law enforcement interviews provide a
unique interpretation of the procedural
and legislative weaknesses that appear to
allow this type of oﬀender to make considerable ﬁnancial gain. The key recommendations based on empirical ﬁndings will
greatly beneﬁt those interested in understanding the links between fraud and organised crime in the UK and those seeking
to improve enforcement eﬀorts.
This Bill sets out the proposed establishment of the Serious Organised Crime Agency (SOCA). Part 1, deﬁnes the nature of
the organization, its constitution, functions
and general powers, its ﬁnancial provisions and operational matters, and its relationship to ministers. Part 2 sets out new
powers that can assist SOCA, the police
and HM Revenue & Customs, in their investigations, prosecutions and proceedings, for example compelling individuals to
answer questions and produce relevant
documents; enshrining the protection of
witnesses in law, as well as amending the
Proceeds of Crime Act 2002. Part 3, determines present police powers, and the
need to update the Police and Criminal Evidence Act where appropriate, in the ﬁght
against crime; Part 4, sets out new legislation to deal with public order and conduct
in public places, including such matters as
harassment (new laws against animal

rights "extremists"), racial and religious hatred, behaviour in the vicinity of parliament, and anti-social behaviour in general.
The White Paper (Cm. 6167 One Step
Ahead ISBN 0101616724), proposed the
establishment of a single powerful agency
to ﬁght against organized crime, and SOCA, will bring together the National Crime
Squad, the National Criminal Intelligence
Service, as well as the investigation and intelligence work of HM Customs & Excise.
The Bill also provides extra police powers,
such as: extending powers of arrest to include all oﬀences and using court warrants
to search multiple addresses. Further, the
Bill abolishes the Royal Parks Constabulary
This book provides an in-depth look at how
a crime business develops over time, presents an operationally-focussed charting
tool for developing a 'Crime Business Analysis Matrix' proﬁle of particular organized
crime groups and their networks. It includes practical examples, case studies
and crime scenarios.
Serious Organised Crime and Police Bill :
(as amended in Standing Committee D)
Serious Organised Crime and Police Bill :
Revised marshalled list of amendments to
be moved in Committee
This is a new strategy to deal with the challenges we face from serious and organised
crime. It is published to coincide with the
launch of the new National Crime Agency
(NCA) and reﬂects changes to the threats
faced and the lessons learned from previous work. Organised crime includes drug
traﬃcking, human traﬃcking, and organised illegal immigration, high value
fraud and other ﬁnancial crimes, counterfeiting, organised acquisitive crime and cyber crime. The aim of the strategy is to
substantially reduce the level of serious
and organised crime aﬀecting the UK and
its interests. The strategy uses the framework developed for our counter-terrorist
work and has four components: prosecuting and disrupting people engaged in serious and organised crime (Pursue); preventing people from engaging in this activity
(Prevent); increasing protection against serious and organised crime (Protect); and reducing the impact of this criminality where
it takes place (Prepare). The strategy lists

strategic objectives under each of the four
areas of work. Tactical operational objectives (e.g. priority crime groups) will be set
by the NCA with law enforcement agency
counterparts. Our immediate priority is the
work set out under Pursue to prosecute
and relentlessly disrupt organised criminals and reduce the threat they pose. Like
other threats to our national security, serious and organised crime requires a response across the whole of government,
and close collaboration with the public, the
private sector and with many other countries
The perceived threat of 'transnational organized crime' to Western societies has
been of huge interest to politicians, policy
makers and social scientists over the last
decade. This book considers the origins of
this crime, how it has been deﬁned and
measured and the appropriateness of governments' policy responses. The contributors argue that while serious harm is often
caused by transnational criminal activity for example, the traﬃcking in human beings - the construction of that criminal activity as an external threat obscures the
origins of these crimes in the markets for illicit goods and services within the 'threatened' societies. As such, the authors question the extent to which global crime can
be controlled through law enforcement initiatives, and alternative policy initiatives
are considered. The authors also question
whether transnational organised crime will
retain its place on the policy agendas of
the United Nations and European Union in
the wake of the 'War on Terror'.
This text provides a broadly based introduction to the increasingly important subject of organised crime. It explores all
facets of organised crime, and contains
case studies illustrating the growth of organised crime at national, international
and transnational levels.
Today, the world is facing an increasing impact from established organized crime,
emerging transnational organized crime,
and gangs that requires an understanding
of who and what these organizations are
and how they achieve their goals. Updated
to include new and relevant research and
statistics, Understanding Organized Crime,
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Second Edition provides students with a
better understanding of how and why these criminal groups continue to dominate
the world of crime and what law enforcement must do to address this threat. Written by a leading expert in the ﬁeld and
based on his experience and academic research, Understanding Organized Crime,
Second Edition is a comprehensive introduction to the subject and includes coverage of the types of organized crime, deﬁnitions of organized crime, why it continues
to exist, and how it has evolved throughout history. Material covered includes the
structure and hierarchy of each organization, their methods of operation, and the
techniques and laws used by law enforcement to address the dynamic nature of domestic and transnational organized crime.
Using the author’s unique approach to the
topic, students will learn about organized
crime through the eyes of the criminal investigator, and how law-enforcement practitioners today are counteracting these
criminal organizations. New and Key Features of the Second Edition: • Revised and
updated to include new and relevant research, statistics, and case studies to help
students understand the true nature of organized crime and the players involved. •
Chapter 5 (Mexican Drug Traﬃcking Organizations) has been updated to include
the most recent information on new alliances and wars over territories and smuggling routes between established cartels
and emerging organizations in Mexico. • A
new chapter, The Nexus of Transnational
Organized Crime and Terrorism, addresses
the increasing connections between terrorist groups and transnational organized
crime, including new challenges facing governments and law enforcement in identifying and prosecuting these cooperative networks. • Provides information outlining the
new age of piracy that has resulted in the
creation of task forces that focus on areas
around the Gulf of Aden oﬀ the coast of Somalia. • Additional and updated information is now included in the chapters on the
Russian Maﬁa, the Italian-American Maﬁa,
the Yakuza, and Outlaw Bikers. Instructor
Resources: *Test Bank *Microsoft PowerPoint slides Student Resources: * Companion Website (secure) featuring: -interactive glossary -interactive ﬂashcards -practice exercises -and more!
Analyzing the structures of transnational
organized crime, this book considers
whether traditional mechanisms and national jurisdictions can tackle this increasing
menace. Highlighting the strengths and
weaknesses in the present methods of control, the book discusses the possibilities of
developing more eﬀective national and international strategies, the creation of non-
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legal mechanisms outside the traditional
criminal justice system and the implications of 'disruption strategies'. The roles of
law enforcement oﬃcers, tax investigators, ﬁnancial intelligence oﬃcers, compliance oﬃcers, lawyers and accountants in enforcing both civil and criminal sanctions on organized crime - are also considered.
These notes relate to the Serious Organised Crime and Police Act 2005 (ISBN
0105416053) which is in six parts with 17
schedules and contains provisions to establish the Serious Organised Crime Agency
(SOCA), including its functions and general
powers, ﬁnancial provisions and operational matters, complaints procedure, matters
relating to prosecutions, use and disclosure of information. Other measures relate
to investigatory powers of the Director of
Public Prosecutions; oﬀenders assisting investigations and prosecutions; ﬁnancial reporting orders; protection of witnesses;
proceeds of crime; police powers; public order and conduct in public places, including
harassment, trespass and anti-social behaviour.
From the beginnings of big-city police
work to the rise of the Maﬁa, Rogues'
Gallery is a colorful and captivating history
of crime and punishment in the bustling
streets of Old New York. Rogues' Gallery is
a sweeping, epic tale of two revolutions,
one feeding oﬀ the other, that played out
on the streets of New York City during an
era known as the Gilded Age. For centuries, New York had been a haven of
crime. A thief or murderer not caught in
the act nearly always got away. But in the
early 1870s, an Irish cop by the name of
Thomas Byrnes developed new ways to
catch criminals. Mug shots and daily lineups helped witnesses point out culprits;
the famed rogues' gallery allowed police
to track repeat oﬀenders; and the third-degree interrogation method induced recalcitrant crooks to confess. Byrnes worked cases methodically, interviewing witnesses,
analyzing crime scenes, and developing
theories that helped close the books on
previously unsolvable crimes. Yet as policing became ever more specialized and eﬃcient, crime itself began to change. Robberies became bolder and more elaborate,
murders grew more ruthless and macabre,
and the street gangs of old transformed into hierarchal criminal enterprises, giving
birth to organized crime, including the
Maﬁa. As the decades unfolded, corrupt
cops and clever criminals at times blurred
together, giving way to waves of police reform at the hands of men like Theodore
Roosevelt. This is a tale of unforgettable
characters: Marm Mandelbaum, a matronly German-immigrant woman who paid oﬀ
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cops and politicians to protect her empire
of fencing stolen goods; "Clubber" Williams, a sadistic policeman who wielded a
twenty-six-inch club against suspects,
whether they were guilty or not; Danny
Driscoll, the murderous leader of the Irish
Whyos Gang and perhaps the ﬁrst crime
boss of New York; Big Tim Sullivan, the corrupt Tammany Hall politician who shielded
the Whyos from the law; the suave Italian
Paul Kelly and the thuggish Jewish gang
leader Monk Eastman, whose rival crews
engaged in brawls and gunﬁghts all over
the Lower East Side; and Joe Petrosino, a
Sicilian-born detective who brilliantly pursued early Maﬁoso and Black Hand extortionists until a fateful trip back to his native Italy. Set against the backdrop of New
York's Gilded Age, with its extremes of plutocratic wealth, tenement poverty, and rising social unrest, Rogues' Gallery is a fascinating story of the origins of modern policing and organized crime in an eventful era
with echoes for our own time.
In the transitional networked society, police power is no longer constrained by the
borders of the nation state. It has globalised. Global Policing shows how security
threats have been constructed by powerful
actors to justify the creation of a new global policing architecture and how the subculture of policing shapes the world system.
Demonstrating how a theory of global
policing is central to understanding global
governance, the text explores: - the 'new
security agenda' focused on serious organised crime and terrorism and how this
is transforming policing - the creation of
global organisations such as Interpol, regional entities such as Europol, and national
policing agencies with a transnational
reach - the subculture of the 'global cops',
blurring boundaries between police, private security, military and secret intelligence agencies - the reality of transnational policing on the ground, its eﬀectiveness,
legitimacy, accountability and future development. Written by two leading international experts who bring cutting-edge theoretical debates to life with case studies and
examples, Global Policing will prove captivating reading for students and scholars in
criminology, criminal justice, international
relations, law and sociology.
Enabling power: Serious Organised Crime
and Police Act 2005, ss. 178 (8) (9). Bringing into operation various provisions of the
2005 Act on 27.03.2020 in accord. with
art. 2. Issued: 02.04.2020. Sifted: -. Made:
26.03.2020. Laid: -. Coming into force: -.
Eﬀect: None. Territorial extent & classiﬁcation: E/W. General
Enabling power: Serious Organised Crime
and Police Act 2005, s. 128. Issued:
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14.01.2020. Sifted: -. Made: 07.01.2020.
Laid: 10.01.2020. Coming into force:
31.01.2020.
Eﬀect:
S.I.
2005/3447;
2007/930 amended. Territorial extent &
classiﬁcation: E/W/NI. General
Brought from the Commons on 8th February 2005. - Explanatory notes to the
Bill, prepared by the Home Oﬃce, are published separately as HL Bill 24-EN (ISBN
0108600084)
These notes refer to the Serious Organised
Crime and Police Bill as brought from the
House of Commons on 8th February 2005
(HL Bill 24, ISBN 0108421031)
This strategic report is Europol's ﬂagship
product providing information to Europe's
law enforcement community and decision-makers about the threat of serious and organised crime to the EU. The SOCTA is the
cornerstone of the multiannual policy cycle established by the EU in 2010. This cycle ensures eﬀective cooperation between
national law enforcement agencies, EU institutions, EU agencies and other relevant
partners in the ﬁght against serious and organised crime. Building on the work of successive EU organised crime threat assessments (OCTA), produced between 2006
and 2011, and in line with a new methodology developed in 2011 and 2012, this is
the inaugural edition of the SOCTA.
Serious Organised Crime and Police Bill :
Marshalled list of amendments to be
moved in Committee
Serious Organised Crime and Police Bill :
Amendment to be moved in Committee
Serious Organised Crime and Police Bill :
Amendments to be moved in Committee
This book oﬀers rich ethnographic and narrative accounts of men who have been engaged in serious violence and organised
crime in the West Midlands of England, using several theoretical paradigms. Through
case study examples, it also considers contract killers and the nefarious position that
‘hitmen’ occupy in the criminal underworld. By charting insider perspectives
from retired law enforcement agents, informants, ex-military personnel and ex-oﬀenders, this book speaks to those who have
a vested interest in violence, organised
crime and ethnography.
This book presents primary research conducted in Italy, USA, Australia and the UK
on countering strategies and institutional
perceptions of Italian maﬁas and local organized crime groups. Through interviews
and interpretation of original documents,
this study ﬁrstly demonstrates the interaction between institutional understanding
of the criminal threats and historical
events that have shaped these perceptions. Secondly, it combines analysis of
policies and criminal law provisions to iden-
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tify how policing models which combat
maﬁa and organised crime activities are organized and constructed in each country
within a comparative perspective. After
presenting the similarities between the
four diﬀering policing models, Sergi pushes the comparison further by identifying
both conceptual and procedural convergences and divergences across both the
four models and within international frameworks. By looking at topics as varied as
maﬁa mobility, money laundering, drug
networks and gang violence, this book ultimately seeks to reconsider the conceptualizations of both maﬁa and organized crime
from a socio-behavioural and cultural perspective.
Elgar Advanced Introductions are stimulating and thoughtful introductions to major
ﬁelds in the social sciences and law, expertly written by the world’s leading scholars. Designed to be accessible yet rigorous, they oﬀer concise and lucid surveys
of the substantive and policy issues associated with discrete subject areas. Organised crime has become a major
problem globally. Its negative impact on
economies, societies, politics, human
rights and security is profound: fraud, money laundering, drug, arms and human
traﬃcking, and collusion with both law enforcement and terrorists, for example, are
all signiﬁcant issues. Yet specialists disagree not only on the scale and nature of organised crime, but even on its deﬁnition.
This Advanced Introduction to Organised
Crime explores these disagreements, examines the nature and causes of contemporary organised crime, and oﬀers constructive suggestions on how to counter it.
Key features include: • Emphasis on the
rapidly changing structures of organised
crime, its increasingly transnational nature
and sophisticated use of the internet • Psycho-social and cultural explanations, as
well as system-related ones • Exploration
of the latest techniques for measuring organised crime • Detailed analyses of six of
the best known transnational organised
crime syndicates • A focus on human
traﬃcking to exemplify many of the key
points • Examination of the many methods
that can be used – not only by states and
international organisations, but also by civil society and individuals – to combat organised crime. Accessible and comprehensive, the Advanced Introduction to Organised Crime is an ideal resource for undergraduate and postgraduate students
studying criminology, political science, international relations, law and sociology. Its
profound insights are invaluable to practitioners, including law enforcement
oﬃcers, investigative journalists and criminologists.
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The concept of ‘organised crime’ is constructed and mobilised by a milieu of complex factors and discourses including a
politics of law and order, and international
insecurity, combined with the vested interests and priorities of scholars, politicians,
government oﬃcials, and policing authorities. This book challenges existing assumptions and accepted understandings of organised crime, and explores the ways in
which it is ampliﬁed and reconstructed for
political purposes. This book critiques how
the constitution of the ‘organised crime
problem’ in academic and political discourse provides the conditions necessary
for the development of an extensive and
international architecture of law, policing,
surveillance and intelligence. It examines
emerging challenges and future directions
including the impact of technology on new
problems, and for transnational policing,
such as the ease with which the Internet
enables crime to be committed across borders, and for electronic communications to
be protected with strong encryption hampering interception. No other text presents
an integrated and comprehensive study of
both the politicisation and policing of organised crime, while questioning the outcomes for society at large. Drawing on international ﬁeldwork and interviews with
senior national and supranational policing
personnel, this book compares and contrasts various narratives on organised
crime. It will be of interest to students and
researchers engaged in studies of criminology, criminal justice, organised crime,
policing, and law.
Serious Organised Crime and Police Bill :
(as amended in Committee)
This handbook explores organized crime,
which it divides into two main concepts
and types: the ﬁrst is a set of stable organizations illegal per se or whose members
systematically engage in crime, and the second is a set of serious criminal activities
that are typically carried out for monetary
gain.
Criminal investigation is an essential topic,
running through the new national policing
curriculum from volume crime to serious
organised criminality. This book provides
accessible and comprehensive coverage,
with case studies and examples to embed
understanding, clear links between theory
and practice, and a range of critical thinking and review activities. It examines investigation from inception to conclusion,
detailing methods, explaining legal requirements and reﬂecting on past investigations. The contributory roles of specialists
and forensic support are examined to provide an inclusive overview of the whole investigative process. The Professional Policing Curriculum in Practice is a new series
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of books that match the requirements of
the new pre-join policing qualiﬁcations.
The texts reﬂect modern policing, are up-to-date and relevant, and grounded in
practice. They reﬂect the challenges faced
by new students, linking theory to real-life
operational practice, while addressing critical thinking and other academic skills
needed for degree-level study.
Enabling power: Serious Organised Crime
and Police Act 2005, s. 128 (2). Issued:
09.09.2021. Sifted: -. Made: 08.09.2021.
Laid: 09.09.2021. Coming into force:
01.10.2021. Eﬀect: SI. 2007/930 amended.
Territorial extent & classiﬁcation: E/W. General
Lords amendments to the Serious Organised Crime and Police Bill
Enabling power: Serious Organised Crime
and Police Act 2005, s. 129 (2). Issued:
09.09.2021. Sifted: -. Made: 08.09.2021.
Laid: 09.09.2021. Coming into force:
01.10.2021. Eﬀect: None. Territorial extent
& classiﬁcation: S. General
Enabling power: Serious Organised Crime
and Police Act 2005, s. 178 (8). Bringing into operation various provisions of the 2005
Act on 07.03.2011. Issued: 16.02.2011.
Made: 14.02.2011. Laid: -. Coming into
force: -. Eﬀect: None. Territorial extent &
classiﬁcation: E/W. General
"Human traﬃcking" brings to mind gangsters forcing people, often women and
girls, to engage in dangerous activities
against their will, under threat of violence.
However, human traﬃcking is not limited
to the sex trade, and this picture is inadequate. It occurs in many diﬀerent industries---domestic service, construction, factory labour, on farms and ﬁshing boats---and targets people from all over the
globe. Human traﬃcking is a much more
complicated and nuanced picture than its
common representations. Victims move
through multiple categories along their
journey and at their destination, shifting
from smuggled migrant to traﬃcking victim and back again several times. The
emergence of a criminal pyramid scheme
also makes many victims complicit in their
own exploitation. Finally, the threat posed
by the involvement of organised crime is
little understood. The proﬁt motives and violence that come with such crime make hu-
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man traﬃcking more dangerous for its victims and diﬃcult to detect or address.
Drawing on ﬁeld research in source, transit
and destination countries, the authors analyse traﬃcking from four countries: Albania, Eritrea, Nigeria and Vietnam. What
emerges is a business model that evolves
in response to changes in legislation, governance and law enforcement capacities.
This Bill sets out the proposed establishment of the Serious Organised Crime Agency (SOCA). Part 1, deﬁnes the nature of
the organization, its constitution, functions
and general powers, its ﬁnancial provisions and operational matters, and its relationship to ministers. Part 2 sets out new
powers that can assist SOCA, the police
and HM Revenue & Customs, in their investigations, prosecutions and proceedings, for example compelling individuals to
answer questions and produce relevant
documents; enshrining the protection of
witnesses in law. Part 3, determines present police powers, and the need to update the Police and Criminal Evidence Act
where appropriate in the ﬁght against
crime; Part 4, sets out new legislation to
deal with public order and conduct in
public places, including such matters as
harassment (new laws against animal
rights "extremists"), racial and religious hatred, behaviour in the vicinity of parliament, and anti-social behaviour in general.
The White Paper (Cm. 6167 One Step
Ahead ISBN 0101616724), proposed the
establishment of a single powerful agency
to ﬁght against organized crime, and SOCA, will bring together the National Crime
Squad, the National Criminal Intelligence
Service, as well as the investigation and intelligence work of HM Customs & Excise.
The Bill also provides extra police powers,
such as: extending powers of arrest to include all oﬀences and using court warrants
to search multiple addresses. Further, the
Bill abolishes the Royal Parks Constabulary.
The Professional Policing Curriculum in
Practice is a new series of books that
match the requirements of the new prejoin policing qualiﬁcations. The texts
reﬂect modern policing, are up-to-date and
relevant, and grounded in practice. They
reﬂect the challenges faced by new stu-
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dents, linking theory to real-life operational practice, while addressing critical thinking and other academic skills needed for
degree-level study. Evidence-based policing is a core part of the National Policing
Curriculum but policing students and new
oﬃcers often feel daunted by the prospect
of understanding research and how to use
it to inform decision making in practice.
This text helps readers develop a sound understanding of evidence-based practice in
policing and contextualises the research
process by explaining how it supports practice within the workplace. It clearly relates
research to the investigative process, combining academic theory and operational understanding using relevant case studies
and scenarios, and identiﬁes the main approaches employed. It explores how evidence from research can be used to inform and develop critical arguments central to policing practice and signposts students to key sources of information.
Organised Crime and Law Enforcement: A
Network Perspective examines organised
crime and law enforcement through the
conceptual lens of networks. The book
takes stock of the many ways in which network theories and concepts, including social network analysis, can apply to studying both organised crime and law enforcement responses to organised crime. It is
the ﬁrst attempt to bring these diverse network perspectives and distinct ﬁelds of research together. The book is organised into two parts. The ﬁrst part uses network
perspectives to advance our understanding of the interconnected social structure
of organised criminal groups, to expose
their strengths and vulnerabilities, and to
illuminate factors that enable such groups
to undertake complex criminal activities.
The second part uses a network lens to examine the challenges that organised criminal groups present for a wide range of law
enforcement agencies, and the utility of
network theories and concepts in understanding and informing their responses to
organised crime. Written in a clear and direct style, the book will appeal to scholars
and practitioners of criminology, sociology,
law enforcement, and all those interested
in learning more about theories of organised crime and its relationship with law
enforcement.
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